
September   20   -   29,   2019

Sponsorship Opportunities
10 days, 1 great cause and a whole lot of pizza! 

                                                              Provençal Pissaladière  
                                                                      (Print Sponsorship)          

About YYC Pizza Week
Now entering its 6th year, YYC Pizza Week has become a 

much anticipated 10-day event in our city. 

Founded by Wanda Baker in 2014, this established foodie event sees local restaurants 
battling it out for the title of YYC’s Best Pizza. Not only does this event showcase local 

restaurants, it has brought people together over a slice or two 
while supporting a great cause. 

Over the years, YYC Pizza Week has helped Calgary Meals on Wheels raise more than 
$42,000 to support the nutritional needs of Calgarians in need of our services. Any  

Calgarian can order meals from Calgary Meals on Wheels, 
no matter their age or circumstance.

As of April 2018, Calgary Meals on Wheels became the presenting organization of YYC 
Pizza Week and we are excited for what 2019 will bring! Three dollars from every pizza 

sold during the event goes to Calgary Meals on Wheels to support our programs. 



                                                              Provençal Pissaladière  
                                                                      (Print Sponsorship)          

 
                                                              Mozzarella Enthusiast  

                                                                      (Digital Sponsorship)          

$2,000 $500 (x2)

   Media 
- Acknowledgements in press 
release, TV, radio and print 

article coverage (as available)

    Events
- Speaking opportunity
- Space at launch event

- Poster
- Web promotion

- Review pop-up recognition
- Name on print material

- Table top display

- Newsletter
- Online blog

- Pizza Week website recognition
- Website link and logo

- Social media recognition
- App promotion

- Pizza gift cards (4)
- Rights granted

- Industry exclusivity 
- First right of refusal 2020

Levels and benefits

(2)

Why sponsor?
YYC Pizza Week provides the opportunity to engage with Calgarians at the ground level. Your 

organization has the opportunity to create a dialogue with our audiences by participating at sub-events, 
promoting your business at over 30 participating venues for a one-month period, increasing your social 

media engagement metrics, and reaping the benefits of publicly supporting a local and reputable non-profit 
organization. Your organization will gain access to a wide audience of consumers, 

local businesses, key media and Calgary Meals on Wheels community partners. We offer 
unique exchanges that allow for turnkey activation avenues for new customers, relationship 

building with the community and business facilitation opportunities with our event’s diverse audience.

For more information, contact events@mealsonwheels.com

print

digital

extra   perks

ALL  GONE!


